instructions

M&P 03 SERIES ADVANCE SWIVEL
pushchair

IMPORTANT: KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY

03 SERIES ADVANCE SWIVEL PUSHCHAIR
Dear Customer,
Thank you for choosing one of the Mamas & Papas 03 range of pushchairs.
The 03 range of pushchairs combine the rugged features of a three-wheeled pushchair with
the design, comfort and style expected of Mamas & Papas.
These pushchairs look at home in the high streets of a city or on the lanes and tracks in the
countryside.
Ideal for those who expect a little more from their pushchair or just appreciate the design
and feel of a high quality piece of engineering.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION
This pushchair has been designed and tested to comply with the latest British safety standards.
• This pushchair is designed for children from birth up to 15kgs (3 years of age approx)
• The pushchair comes equipped with a five-point harness. Always use the harness
when your child is in the seat unit
• Lockable front swivel wheel with 360º rotation
• Advanced models supplied with a hand pump. Other models, pump can be purchased as an
accessory
• Supplied with a footmuff/apron to keep your child warm in the colder weather
• The angle of the backrest can be adjusted for the added comfort of your child
• A shower resistant removable fabric hood
• A removable bumper bar for easy access to the seat for older children
• A fitted shopping basket
• Easy to remove front and rear wheels for a more compact storage solution
• Can be converted to a travel system using the accessory car seat adaptor with a
Mamas & Papas 03 pushchair compatible System 03 Car Seat
• Simple to remove, hard wearing fabric cover that can be machine washed

ACCESSORIES
Raincover

Sun canopy

Fully waterproof
PVC cover to
prevent the child
and pushchair from
becoming wet.

Co-ordinating sun
canopy to help protect
your child from the sun.

Travel bag

Rucksack / Despatch bag

The travel bag is designed for transporting or
storing your pushchair.

Style of bag available depends upon the fabric
colour of your pushchair.

System 03 Car Seat

Car seat adaptors

The System 03 Car Seat is suitable from birth
to13kgs (12-15 months approximately).

Use the Type 1 Car Seat Adaptors to attach the
System 03 Car Seat to your pushchair.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR SAFE USE
• WARNING: A CHILD’S SAFETY IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY.
• NEVER LEAVE YOUR CHILD UNATTENDED AT ANY TIME.
• Always ensure that your pushchair is fully erect and all locking clips are engaged. (Take particular
care if the PVC Raincover is fitted. Check that it is not entangled or preventing the locking
mechanism from functioning correctly).
• Your pushchair is supplied with a five-point body harness. Children should be harnessed in at all
times. Ensure that the harness is correctly adjusted, providing a snug fit around your child.
Adjustments can be made using the buckles on the shoulder, waist and crotch straps. Please refer
to the “Using & adjusting the harness” section in these instructions. The pushchair is supplied
with ‘D’ ring harness attachment points. These are located on either side at the base of the
backrest and are for fitting a separate harness conforming to BS 6684 if required.
• Always ensure the brakes are correctly engaged whenever the pushchair is left for any reason,
even if only for a short time on a flat surface. Check the brakes have engaged by rocking the
pushchair backwards and forwards.
• Care should be taken when using any PVC cover. Regularly check that your baby is comfortable
and not over heating. There are mesh ventilation panels on the sides of the cover. These are
essential to aid the flow of cool air around your baby. When it is not raining or the pushchair is
indoors always remove the raincover.
• Always ensure your child is clear of moving parts before you adjust the position of the backrest,
hood or canopy.
• When you adjust the angle of the backrest, always check the fit of the harness and adjust if
necessary.
• Always manoeuvre your pushchair up and down kerbs and steps gently. Do not let your pushchair
drop. Carry it up stairs whenever possible.
• Never allow additional children to ride on the pushchair at any time.
• Never overload your pushchair with additional goods.
• Do not hang shopping from the handles. Do not use any replacement parts or accessories e.g.
child seats, raincovers, stand-on platforms etc, except those recommended or supplied by
Mamas & Papas. The use of non-approved replacement parts or accessories may damage or make
your pushchair unsafe.
• Never force your pushchair. Adjustments and locks should be free and easy to operate. Incorrect
folding may damage the pushchair.
• Do not store your pushchair in a damp place. Always allow the fabric to dry naturally away from
direct heat.
• The basket supplied with your pushchair is designed to hold a maximum of 3kg. Excessive weight
could damage the basket or impede the safe operation of the pushchair.
• We recommend that you fit a Mamas & Papas Sun Canopy to shade your child from direct
sunlight. We recommend that this is used in conjunction with the appropriate sun protection
cream and clothing.
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03 SERIES ADVANCE SWIVEL PUSHCHAIR
Handle
bars

Hood

Hood attachment
point

Footmuff
Not all models of the 03 pushchairs are
supplied with a footmuff. For more
information please consult your retailer.

Safety harness
Bumper bar
Adjustable
Legrest
Rear wheel
locking button

Footrest

Front
suspension
Front wheel lock

Apron

Basket

Not all models of the 03 pushchairs are
supplied with a apron. For more
information please consult your retailer.

Handle twist grip

Backrest

Backrest
adjustment strap

Foot lock
Fittings pack
The fitting pack contains two
washers, two nuts and a spanner.
These are used to attach the front
wheel assembly.

Brake pedal
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OPENING THE PUSHCHAIR FOR ASSEMBLY

To open the pushchair,
grip the centre of the
handle and push the
locking catch off the stud
on the left side of the
frame.

Grip the middle of the
handle. Place a foot on
the rear axle, to one side
of the brake pedal and lift
the handle upwards

When the frame is almost
fully open, grip the handle
as shown in the diagram.
Push the handle up
sharply until all of the
locks have engaged.

Check that the locks
have fully engaged by
attempting to push the
handle back down.
The frame must not
start to fold.
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FITTING THE WHEELS

Fitting the rear wheels:
Slot the pin on the wheel
into the hole in the end of
the rear axle.
Release the button once
you have pushed the pin in
as far as it will go.
Test the wheel is correctly
fitted by attempting to
pull it off again.
If the wheel comes off
repeat the procedure.

Fitting the front wheel:
Slot the front wheel
assembly onto the front of
the pushchairs frame.
Ensure that the threaded
bolts are protruding
through the attachment
plate of the pushchair.
Slot the washers onto the
ends of the threaded bolt.
Tighten the two nuts onto
the bolts using the
spanner provided.

Align the sockets on the
front wheel with the forks
as shown in the diagram.
Push the sockets onto the
forks as far as they will
go.
Place the front wheel on
the ground until the wheel
locks into place.
Check that the two metal
studs are protruding
through the holes in the
front wheel sockets.
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SELECTING LOCK OR UNLOCK FOR THE FRONT WHEEL

The front wheel can be
used in either the locked
or unlocked (can swivel
through 360º) mode.
To unlock the wheel, turn
the knob on the front of
the pushchair clockwise to
the unlock position. The
wheel will now freely
rotate through 360º.
To lock the wheel, turn the
knob on the front of the
pushchair anti-clockwise
into the lock position.
You will need to straighten
the front wheel before it
will lock into position.
Never run or jog when
the wheel is unlocked.

ADJUSTING THE LEGREST
The legrest has two
positions, horizontal and
flush with the pushchair
legs.
To raise the legrest, grip
the bottom of the legrest
and lift it upwards until
the two catches engage.
With the legrest in the
horizontal position, check
that it has locked in
position by gently pushing
down on it.
To lower the legrest,
locate the two catches on
the underside of the
legrest, see diagram.
Pinch the catches to
disengage them, then
release the catches and
lower the legrest into the
vertical position.

Legrest
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FITTING THE BUMPER BAR

Align the ends of the
bumper bars with the ends
of the armrests.
Firmly push the bumper
bar as far onto the ends of
the armrests as it will go.

Always check that the
bumper bar has locked
into position.
Grip the bumper bar and
pull forwards.
If the bumper bar pulls off
the armrests re-attach
following the instructions
above.

REMOVING THE BUMPER BAR

To make placing your
child in the pushchair
easier the bumper bar
can be removed by
following the
instructions below.
Place your fingers on the
buttons under the
armrest.
Push the buttons upwards
whilst pulling the bumper
bar outwards.
The bumper bar will pull
clear of the pushchair.
Never use the pushchair
without the bumper bar
fitted.
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FITTING THE HOOD

Fitting the hood:
Push the tabs on the ends
of the hood pivots into the
holes in the back of the
armrests.

Fasten the press studs on
the side flaps (1) of the
hood to the studs on the
sides of the backrest.
Fasten the two press
studs on the back of the
hood (2) to the upper or
lower set of studs on the
pushchairs backrest,
depending on the position
in which you have set the
backrest.

Fasten the flaps which are
attached to the inside of
the hood to the velcro
strip located on the inside
face of the backrests side
wings.

Push the tensioning bars
on either side of the hood
downwards.
To remove the hood
simply reverse the
process for fitting it.
IMPORTANT: Always
release the tensioning
bars and fold the hood
back before folding the
pushchair.
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OPERATING THE BRAKES

Locking the brakes:
To apply the brakes press
the brake pedal
downwards as far as it will
go as shown in the
diagram.
Do not use excessive force
when applying the brakes.
Always check that the
brakes have fully
engaged by rocking the
pushchair backwards and
forwards.

To release the brakes:
To release the brakes lift
the brake pedal upwards
as far as it will go as
shown in the diagram.
Do not use excessive force
when releasing the brakes.
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ADJUSTING THE BACKREST

To lower the backrest:
Pull the end of the
webbing strap at the rear
of the backrest off the
velcro strip.
Grip the end of the locking
buckle on the webbing
strap and pull outwards
whilst feeding the
webbing through it.
Continue doing this until
the backrest is in the
position that you desire.
Fasten the end of the
strap onto the velcro strip.
Do not adjust the
backrest whilst the
child’s weight is pressed
against it.

To raise the backrest:
Pull the end of the
webbing strap at the rear
of the backrest off the
velcro strip.
Push the backrest upwards
until it is in the desired
position.
Pull the webbing strap
until all of the slack is
removed and the backrest
is held firmly in the
position that you wanted.
Fasten the end of the
strap onto the velcro strip.
Do not adjust the
backrest whilst the
child’s weight is pressed
against it.
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USING AND ADJUSTING THE SAFETY HARNESS
IMPORTANT: Every time you place your child in the pushchair or whenever you alter
the position of the backrest always check that the harness is correctly fitted and
adjusted using the shoulder and waist strap buckles. Tighten the harness until it fits
snugly around your child.

Locking the harness:
Lock the harness by
pushing the tongues on
the ends of the waist
straps into the buckle on
the crotch strap (1).
The harness will
automatically lock when
the tongues have been
fully pushed in.

Unlocking the harness:
Squeeze the ends of the
tongues together (2) and
then slide them out of the
buckle (3).
Your child can now be
removed from the
pushchair.
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FITTING THE FOOTMUFF

Not all models of the 03
pushchairs are supplied
with a footmuff. For more
information please consult
your retailer.

Before fitting the
footmuff, unfasten the
harness and unclip the
shoulder straps from the
waist straps of the
harness.

Slot the the crotch strap
through hole 1 in the back
pad of the footmuff.
Slot the shoulder straps
through the hole 2 in the
back pad.
Slot the waist straps
through holes 3 in the
sides of the back pad.
Clip the shoulder strap
back onto the waist straps.

2
3

3

Ensure that the webbing
of the harness has not
become twisted.

1

The front of the footmuff
can be removed from the
seat pad by unfastening
the zip.
Re-attach the top cover of
the footmuff to the seat
pad by zipping the two
sections together.
The front of the footmuff
can be folded over the
front of the bumper bar.
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FITTING THE APRON

Not all models of the 03
pushchairs are supplied
with an apron. For more
information please consult
your retailer.

Fasten the zip on the
bottom of the apron to
the front edge of the
footrest cover.

Push the top of the apron
under the bumper bar.

Fold the top flap of the
apron over the front of
the bumper bar.
Fold the sides of the
apron inwards to remove
any excess fabric.
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FOLDING THE PUSHCHAIR
Important: Before folding the
pushchair ensure that the
brakes are applied and the
front wheel is locked.
Slide the finger button on the
handle twist grip sideways
and hold whilst rotating the
twist grip around as far as it
will go. Please note: Do not
apply downwards force to the
handle until the twist grip has
been fully rotated and the
foot lock (see below) has
been released.

Still holding the twist grip in
position, release the foot
lock attached to the right
rear leg by pushing the lever
down with your toe.
Hold the lock down with
your toe.

Still holding both locks in
position, push the handle
downwards until the
pushchair starts to fold.
Release both of the locks
and continue to push down
until the pushchair has
folded flat.

Fasten the frame lock over
the stud on the handle.
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OPENING THE PUSHCHAIR

Ensure the rear brake is
locked, see page 10.
To open the pushchair,
grip the centre of the
handle and push the
locking catch off the stud
behind the left wheel.

Grip the middle of the
handle and lift upwards.
Continue to lift the handle
upwards until the frame is
fully open and the locks
on the sides have
engaged.

Place your foot on the
rear axle, to one side of
the main brake peddle.
Grip the handle as shown
in the diagram.
Push the handle up
sharply until all of the
locks have engaged.

Check the locks have
fully engaged by
attempting to push the
handle back down.
The frame must not
start to fold.
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REMOVING THE FABRIC COVER

C
Unfasten the velcro pads
(A) all of the elastic
straps and hooks (B),on
the underside of the seat.
Push the buckles on the
ends of the crotch strap
and D-rings (C) through
the slots in the seat base.

B
B

B
B

C
C

A

A

B

B

B

Unfasten the press studs
(A) and velcro pads (B)
holding the fabric onto
the sides of the armrests.

A
A

A
A

Slide the fabric side
panels of the backrest out
of the slots in the inside
face of the handle.
The cover is now clear of
the frame, pull the board
out of the pocket in the
backrest. Push the
buckles on the crotch
strap and D-rings through
the holes in the cover.
The fabric can now be
washed following the
instructions on the
washcare label attached
to the cover.
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CARE & MAINTENANCE
Your pushchair deserves careful handling and requires regular maintenance.
• Regularly check that the safety harness is correctly fitted and that the webbing has not become
frayed or damaged. If the harness is damaged, we recommend that a new one is fitted. For more
information contact our Customer Care Helpline on:01484 438222.
• Clean the plastic parts of the pushchair with a damp cloth. Do not use abrasives or
bleach.
• Clean and lubricate the wheels, safety locks (where appropriate) and sliding parts using a light oil or
silicon spray. Do not use heavy oil as this will attract dust and grit which tend to clog and damage
moving parts. If in any doubt contact our Customer Care Helpline on: 01484 438222.
• We strongly recommend that you have your pushchair serviced regularly, particularly after the first
six months. To do this contact either your retailer or call our Customer Care Helpline on 01484
438222.
Fabric care
• All the Mamas & Papas pushchair fabrics are shower resistant. Should your pushchair become wet,
do not fold the hood or apron when you take the item inside. Always allow the fabrics to dry
naturally away from strong heat sources such as fires, radiators and out of direct sunlight.
• Whilst fabrics are carefully selected and tested, washing, wear and normal exposure to bright
sunlight may cause their colour to change.
• The exposed edges of fabric covers are often the first to wear and fray, remember this when storing
or transporting your pushchair and accessories.
• Light soiling to the pushchair can be removed with a damp sponge and a mild detergent.
• Washing instructions: Remove the fabrics following the information given in these instructions.
Hand wash the fabric with a mild detergent at 30º, dry the fabric flat away from direct heat and do
not tumble dry. Do not use abrasives or bleach to clean the fabric.
• Should a fault arise with your pushchair please contact either your retailer or phone our Customer
Care Helpline on 01484 438222.
AFTER SALES SERVICE: If when you receive your Mamas & Papas product you need
assistance, spare parts or if you are unhappy with any aspect of the goods please
contact our Customer Care Helpline on: 01484 438222, or e-mail us on
customer.care@mamasandpapas.co.uk where one of our trained advisors will be able
to help you, in order to avoid you having to return your product to the retailer. You can also
visit our website at www.mamasandpapas.co.uk for the latest product information.
ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE MADE FROM THE FINEST QUALITY MATERIALS
AND ARE MANUFACTURED UNDER THE STRICTEST QUALITY CONTROLS
We guarantee all our products or part thereof, for a period of six months from the date of purchase against faulty manufacture. This
guarantee is not effective against damage caused as a result of incorrect usage of the product or accidental damage. This in no way
affects your statutory rights.

GUARANTEE
To validate this guarantee, please fill in the coupon and return to:
Mamas & Papas Ltd, Colne Bridge Road, Huddersfield, West Yorkshire, HD5 0RH.
Alternatively, call our Guarantee Registration Line on 01484 438225 with your details.
Name

I0303:V1/10/04

Address
Postcode

Retailer

Baby’s due date

Purchase Price

Home Phone No.
Date

Item purchased 03 Series Advanced Swivel Pushchair
By validating your guarantee, your information will be entered onto our database. If you do not wish to receive information
from other reputable companies, please let us know.
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www.mamasandpapas.com
Mamas & Papas Limited
Colne Bridge Road
Huddersfield HD5 0RH
customer care helpline: 01484 438222
customer care e-mail: customer.care@mamasandpapas.co.uk

